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In this paper, circuit-level design tools for simulating HCI,
NBTI and EM effects will be reviewed. The simulation flows will
also be discussed with some useful practices as examples.

ABSTRACT
Recent progress in EDA tools allows IC designs to be
accurately verified with consequent improvements in yield and
performance through reduced guard bands. This paper will present a
tools perspective, including the primary effects such as HCI, NBTI
and EM for which EDA tools are available, types of tools (dynamic
simulation vs. static rule checking) and necessary reliability
infrastructure and flows that have been working in practice. Finally,
developing areas and future opportunities will be addressed.

2. HCI AND NBTI MODELING
A typical reliability modeling and simulation flow is described
in Fig. 1, where a fresh circuit simulation is done with the fresh and
original device models using a circuit simulator such as SPICE.
Following the fresh circuit simulation, circuit activities and their
impact to device lifetimes are evaluated. To decide the circuit
performance after a certain operation time, depending on the
degradation mechanisms, new device models need to be generated
for each degraded device to replace the fresh device models. A
second pass of the circuit simulation then has to be performed. As
one can see, generating the degraded models based on reliability
models and circuit activities are the keys to accurate reliability
simulation.
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General Terms
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Keywords

HCI and NBTI modeling involves several key steps including
transistor accelerated stress, reliability model parameter extraction
and the subsequent model verification which will be discussed in
more detail in the next few sections [3].

HCI, NBTI, EM, Reliability simulation, Design-in Reliability.

1. INTRODUCTION
As CMOS technologies advance to nanometer feature sizes,
various circuit reliability issues, such as HCI (Hot-Carrier
Instability), NBTI (Negative-Bias Temperature Instability), and EM
(ElectroMigration) become serious problems [1]. Many of the
reliability issues will lead to threshold voltage and drain current
shifts over time, causing circuit performance degradation. Certain
degradation such as NBTI also reduces the yield during the hightemperature burn-in process, making reliability an issue not only for
longer term circuit lifetime but also directly impacting profitability.
Furthermore, current and voltage overshoots may magnify some
reliability problems. EM problems for both signal and power nets
are also increasing concerns due to higher power density and current
density as the chip is getting smaller [2]. Higher temperature due to
integration density worsens the EM and NBTI issues. On the other
hand, IC design margins become so small that circuit designers
cannot afford to allow even more design guard band for these
reliability constraints, nor do they want to simply trade off the
circuit performance or time to tape out. Therefore, accurate
reliability simulations, efficient and realistic reliability analyses at
design stages are necessary for circuit performance, reliability and
yield. With the leading CMOS technologies now in the 65nm
regime, the need becomes even more necessary.
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Fig. 1 A typical reliability modeling and simulation flow.

2.1 Physical Reliability Effects
Various reliability effects can happen for MOSFETs under
circuit operating conditions where one particular effect usually
dominates over the others in certain operating regions. They include
HCI, NBTI, PBTI (Positive Bias Temperature Instability) and NCS
(Non-conductive stress) as depicted in Fig.2. The most important
phenomena are HCI and NBTI since they are two major
contributors to the device degradation in advanced technologies.
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As shown in Fig.3, the HCI effect is the result of electron
trapping and/or interface-state generation induced by the impact
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Reliability effects happen under normal operating conditions
over a long period of time, e.g. years. To model these effects, as
shown in Fig.4, multiple accelerated stresses at high voltages and
high temperatures must be performed and the reliability models are
then extracted and validated. When it comes time to simulate the
reliability effects under the normal operating conditions, it is based
on the fundamental assumption that the accelerated stresses can be
extrapolated back to normal operating conditions. Therefore, it is
important to choose appropriate accelerated stress conditions such
that they cause sufficient device degradation within a reasonable
length of time while still being close enough to the real operating
conditions to allow systematic extrapolation. This requires a good
understanding of the worse-case reliability effects and the
degradation dependency on the device characteristics. It is also
important to be able to de-embed the combined reliability effects
from each others, by making one particular effect more severe than
the rest under certain bias and temperature conditions.

ionization of channel carriers near the drain region [4]. It strongly
depends on the channel electric field and thus becomes much more
severe at the shortest channel lengths and the highest drain voltages.
Besides, the HCI effect can also be enhanced due to secondary
impact ionization generation when a body bias is present. Substrate
current serves as a good monitor for NMOS HCI while both
substrate current and gate current are good monitors for PMOS HCI.
On the other hand, the NBTI effect, which is driven by a high
vertical electric field with acceleration by high temperatures, can
cause the fixed-oxide charging in the gate oxide and interface-state
generation at the Si/SiO2 interface. NBTI occurs even in longchannel PMOS devices where the HCI effect is negligible. NBTI
gets worse for ultra-thin gate oxides used in nanometer
technologies, especially at high temperatures. The device
degradation resulting from the HCI and NBTI effects typically
manifest themselves as shifts in the threshold voltage and drain
current.

2.2 HCI Modeling
Vcc
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Device degradation is a function of bias and temperature, and
experimentally its relationship versus stress time shows multiple
straight lines in a log-log scale. A unified variable called age can be
used to transform the time axis, so that when the degradation under
different stress conditions is plotted against the age, a simple
straight line can be obtained.
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A commonly used HCI lifetime model can be described in
expression (1) which correlates the NMOS device degradation to the
substrate current under DC stress conditions [5]. Here H, m and n
are the model parameters. The parameter age, defined as the product
of the degradation rate and stress time, is used to quantify the degree
of device degradation. Furthermore, this lifetime model assumes
that the device degradation is an accumulative process, and the
device degradation rate is independent of previous stresses or the
present age. This is the basis of device lifetime calculated at the
circuit level under AC stress conditions.
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Fig. 2 Operating regions for HCI, NBTI, PBTI and NCS.
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Fig. 3 Physical pictures of the HCI and NBTI effects
The degradation process is an accumulative process. This is
true not only for one particular reliability effect, but also for
multiple reliability effects in the same device. This physics provides
an evidence for de-embedding different reliability effects from each
other for reliability modeling and simulation.

Increasing Vds

Fig. 4 HCI, NBTI, PBTI and NCS accelerated stresses.
The expression (1) requires an accurate modeling of Isub
characteristics across all applicable device geometries, operating
voltages and temperatures. The physics-based Isub model in equation
(2) is much more capable in that regard as compared to the Isub
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equations in the BSIM3 or BSIM4 models [3]. Special deembedding techniques may be needed because any measured Isub
may be contaminated by parasitic current components such as
junction leakage, gate oxide leakage, gate-induced drain leakage
and so on.

Isub =

Bilc
Ai
(Vds −Vdsat) • Ids • exp(−
)
Vds −Vdsat
Bi

3.1 Transistor Level HCI and NBTI Simulation
Transistor level HCI/NBTI simulators such as RelXpert
depend on circuit simulators like SPICE to calculate fresh and aged
voltage waveforms. They can achieve excellent accuracy with
respect to silicon measurements. Some fast SPICE simulators such
as UltraSim can also account for HCI and NBTI effects [3].

(2)

3.2 HCI and NBTI Reliability Analysis

2.3 NBTI Modeling

Traditionally, rule-based techniques are used to address the
reliability concerns of advanced CMOS technologies by either
process technology engineers and/or circuit designers.
Unfortunately, these techniques only consider the worse-case DC or
static AC operating conditions at the shortest channel devices which
are often too conservative. Therefore, dynamic circuit level
reliability simulation is needed. To simulate the HCI and NBTI
effects, as shown in Fig.1, reliability simulators are linked to a
SPICE simulator, which reads in the SPICE circuit netlist and
generates the fresh voltage and current waveforms for the terminals
of all MOSFETs. The reliability simulator then uses these
waveforms to calculate the substrate current and the corresponding
age for each device. Once the device age is known, the degraded
model can then be created for the aged circuit which is read in again
by the SPICE simulator for second-pass circuit simulation. The final
reliability simulation results include the device degradation table,
the Isub table, the simulated fresh and aged waveforms, and so on.

The NBTI lifetime model must be able to predict all major
physical effects such as the dependence of Vgs, Vds, temperature and
channel length. An NBTI degradation model was developed and
enhanced based on the commonly accepted models [3]:

ΔIds
= A • exp(− ΔH / KT ) • exp(γ / Vg) • t n
Ids(0)

(3)

The key is to find an NBTI age formula such that the device
degradation due to the NBTI effect and the NBTI age can be
physically established and modeled.
Although NBTI accelerated stresses mostly occur in the offstate, the NBTI effects are always combined with the HCI effects in
on-state. Therefore, it is necessary to de-embed the HCI and NBTI
effects from each other so that the HCI and NBTI reliability model
parameters can be extracted independently.
Under AC operation conditions, the NBTI device degradation
can have observable recovery when the NBTI stress is removed.
This recovery effect must be modeled in so as to avoid overestimation of the NBTI effect. It is found that the recovery is
universally independent of stress voltage, stress time and
temperature [6]. Furthermore, in the extreme case, the recovery can
totally reset the degraded device to its original state. NBTI models
which do not include the recovery effects can lead to overly
conservative guard band. Therefore, it is critical to be able to
physically measure the NBTI recovery effect, and to model and
simulate the NBTI effects by partially or completely subtracting
NBTI recovery effects in a realistic way.

For simple circuit reliability study, designers can use the
estimated lifetime parameters to perform the reliability checks. This
can help identify the potential hot spots of the circuit such that the
circuit design schemes can be improved to relieve the reliability
effects. In a more advanced reliability design flow, designers can
use the reliability simulators repetitively to study how each of
design schemes may affect the circuit reliability and performance,
then to quantify the reliability severity of the chosen designs.
Process development engineers can also use the reliability
simulators to determine the optimal screening stress and burn-in
conditions. Since the burn-in process may significantly reduce the
device lifetime, it needs to be considered in the circuit design phase.

3. HCI and NBTI SIMULATION
With the extracted HCI and NBTI reliability models, it is now
possible to perform the HCI and NBTI reliability simulation in an
improved design flow as depicted in Fig.5 [7], [8].
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Fig. 6 Key factors for the HCI and NBTI degradation.

Physical Design

Fig.6 summarizes some key factors for the HCI and NBTI
degradation including the circuit voltage waveforms, switching
activity and circuit sensitivity. The importance of these factors is
further illustrated in Fig.7 where the impacts of voltage

Fig. 5 Reliability tools in the circuit design flow including
transistor level and gate level reliability simulation.
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overshoot are clearly shown. Fig.8 demonstrates how the
configuration and application of a 2-input NAND gate circuit can
impact the circuit reliability performance [9], [10]. First of all,
the MNA transistor degrades much faster than the MNB
transistor mainly due to the secondary impact ionization effect
caused by the body effect. Besides, the reliability temperature
behaviors are quite different between the NMOS and PMOS
transistors. The degradation of PMOS transistors at 125C is
significantly higher due to the contribution from NBTI effects.
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Fig. 7 Possible physical causes for an enhanced HCI
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Tfresh

n

α = ∑α i − (n − 1)

where n is the total number of series connected transistors and αi is
the contribution from transistor i. The transistor level models and
tools introduced in the previous sections are used during the cell
characterization process to generate equivalent degraded timing
ratios for each gate. Fig.10 shows the fresh and degraded timing
waveforms resulting from degraded timing characterization for an
inverter cell under various input slew rate and output loading
conditions. The gate level delay degradation macro model shows
excellent agreement with the transistor level reliability simulation,
as shown in Fig.11.
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where α is the ratio of the aged gate delay (Taged) to fresh gate delay
(Tfresh), Tslew is the input slew rate, CL is the output load of the gate,
and Nsw is the number of switching events that occur at the input.
When there are multiple inputs, the delay from one input pin to the
output pin can be represented as a linear combination of the ratios of
each transistor in the gate, as follows:
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Fig. 9 Gate level reliability analysis in the digital design flow.
Key components are the reliability characterizer & age
calculator based on circuit activities and sensitivity of gates to
degradation.
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Fig. 8 A comparative study on a 2-input NAND gate in
terms of the HCI/NBTI effects at 25C and 125C.

The flow for other transistor reliability phenomena can follow
a similar gate-level verification flow. For example, NBTI
degradation is only sensitive to the probability of a low gate input
voltage and the power supply voltage. The impact that NBTI has on
the timing of the cell would still be sensitive to the loading, input
slew rates, and relative position in the switching path for series
connected transistors, so a similar table of data as for hot carrier
could be built with Plow or Phigh replacing Nsw.

4. Gate Level Reliability Simulation and
Analysis
While the transistor level models and tools discussed in the
previous section provide excellent accuracy, they are not
convenient or efficient enough for digital design flows. Transistor
reliability effects such as HCI can be incorporated into a standard
cell design flow through degraded timing ratios [11] as shown in
Fig.9. A degraded timing library is built for all of the standard
cells using a reliability cell characterization tool.

As CMOS scaling continues, the effect of digital noise caused
by tightly coupled wires, and increased leakage current caused by
degradation will become bigger concerns. The impact of digital
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Figure 10: Fresh and degraded timing waveforms for
characterization of an inverter standard cell.

Figure 12: Color-coded overlay of current densities on a
layout showing areas of the chip with higher risks of EM
failure.

noise caused by coupling can be incorporated into the digital design
flow by linking the gate reliability tool with a signal integrity
verification tool which determines the maximum overshoot and
undershoots. The accelerated degradation can be approximated as a
proportionately higher power supply voltage.
Accordingly,
degraded timing tables can be built for multiple power supply
voltages. Finally, leakage currents can increase due to the
degradation, so degraded leakage current can also be characterized
as part of the cell library reliability characterization.

current conduction. The mean time to failure of a wire due to
electromigration can be modeled by Black’s equation [2]:
⎛ E ⎞
MTTF = A • J −n • exp⎜ a ⎟
(6)
⎝ k •T ⎠
where A is a material constant dependent on structural and
geometric properties of the conductor, J is the current density, Ea is
the activation energy, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the
temperature. There are independent limits set for the average current
density Javg (under DC or pulsed DC conditions), the rms current Jrms
(under Joule self-heating stress) and the peak current Jpeak (under
high current pulse stress). While copper is well known for having
better resistance against electromigration due to significantly higher
activation energy and higher conductivity [12], continued scaling of
wires and increased power density will cause electromigration
effects to worsen due to higher current densities and Joule selfheating.

5. Electromigration Simulation and Analysis
Electromigration is caused by the flow of metal ions due to the
electronic force exerted on them by the flow of electrons during

In power supply wires, the current is usually pulsed DC, while
in signal net wires the current is often bi-directional leading to low
average current density. However, portions of signal nets can also
experience pulsed DC currents, in particular buses which are often
speed sensitive and carry correspondingly higher currents.
Therefore, the average, rms and peak current densities must all be
controlled within their respective safe limits to ensure an EM safe
design [13]. The areas of the design with highest current densities
relative to their respective EM susceptibility are typically
highlighted on the layout as color coded results, with red areas
showing the highest risk (as shown in Fig. 12).

Figure 11: Correlation of the ratio of aged to fresh gate delay
between the gate level hot carrier simulations (using
GLACIER) and the transistor level hot carrier simulations
(using BERT) for a variety of logic gates.

Static and dynamic techniques exist for determining the current
densities. In static methods, the challenge is to determine a realistic
worst-case value of current densities without input stimulus to the
circuit. Static methods are generally applicable only to digital
circuits where the function of the each logic gate and its
corresponding current densities can be determined without stimulus.
Together with switching probabilities, the current drawn by each
gate can be calculated approximately [14]:

I=
186

CL • Vdd
t

(7)

materials, and higher power densities will result in tighter reliability
margins. To achieve optimal yield and performance and ensure
adequate product lifteimes, it will be critical to have more detailed
analysis and control of reliability degradation phenomena
throughout the design flow.

Where CL is the load capacitance, Vdd is the power supply voltage
and t is either half the rise time of the gate’s output for peak current
calculation or the average period between low to high switching
events for average current calculation. EM on signal nets can also be
characterized statically for digital logic gates, where resistive
shielding effects due to interconnect load are important to avoid
pessimistic EM predictions [13]. Finally, the flow of charge through
an interconnect network can be efficiently calculated by the nodal
equations for the linear system and the total charge transfer at the
driving point, avoiding costly transient simulations [15].
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